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Abstract: Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) has got more focus because of its pragmatic applications and inevitability of
communication in mobile devices. MANET is a wireless network, self-configuring and nodes communicate between them without
any centralized supervision. Vibrant nature of MANET demands end to end quality of service. Nodes Trust is the most challenging
apprehension in routing protocol for MANETs. The trust based routing is one way to form assistance among nodes for performing
an competent routing. To optimize the routing mechanism a bio inspired metaheuristics technique, Ant colony optimization is used. It
simulates ant behavior to solve complex combinatorial problems. ACO algorithms include the method of optimization, strengthening
learning and also decentralized, robust and flexible. The proposed work Trust and ANT Based Routing (TABR) defines an Ant based
routing algorithm incorporated with trust values to identify efficient, trusted and optimized routes in MANET. The workis implemented
and simulated on NS-2. The proposed TABR is compared with traditional AODV, DSR and ANT based HOPNET routing protocols.
The simulation results show the proposed TABR has increase in PDR and throughput and decrease in Delay, packet loss and Jitter
compared with traditional AODV, DSR and ANT based HOPNET.
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1 Introduction

A Mobile Adhoc Network [1] is a self-organizing
dynamic network composed of mobile nodes. The
absence of a fixed infrastructure increases the challenges
to the research community for implementing an ad hoc
network. Its characteristics are dynamic topology,
bandwidth and variable link scope, self-configuring,
multi-hop communications and limited security. Each
node can move in an arbitrary manner and forwarding
packet communication between each other to find or
establish the communication route to the destination
node. Due to the node mobility, MANET topology may
change rapidly and unpredictably. QoS is usually defined
as a set of services that should be sustained during packet
transmission. A QoS enabled protocol is expected to
sustain several metrics like Throughput, Hindrance (or
Latency), Jitter, Packet delivery ratio etc. Therefore, when
it comes to QoS routing, the routing protocols have to
ensure that the QoS requirements are met [2]. Routing

protocols in MANETs are generally classified as
proactive and reactive [3]. Trust plays a vital role in
MANET routing in providing reliable and efficient
routing. The idea of using trust to mitigate security threats
has been an important area of research [4]. The concept of
Trust originally derives from social sciences and is
defined as the degree of subjective belief about the
behaviors of a particular entity [5]. The trust based
routing is one way to form cooperation among nodes for
establishing an efficient routing between nodes.
Continuous evaluation of nodes performance is used to
calculate the trust of this node. Nodes are included for
routing only if their trust values are meeting the threshold
value. Swarm Intelligence involves systems that are
classically made up of a population of simple agents
communicating with one another within the current
environment. The agents follow very simple rules during
the progression of communication [6,7]. Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) is a meta-heuristic loom for solving
optimization difficulties. The stirring source of ACO is
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the foraging behavior of real ants that consents to find
shortest paths between food sources and the shell. Ants
release a chemical substance (the pheromone) on the
floor, and the way chosen by the following ants is the path
marked by a stronger pheromone concentration. Ants on
reaching the destination; start a new route backward
towards the source shell by following the same path and
biases the path by depositing more pheromone on the
shortest path. As time progresses, the pheromone on
non-optimal paths fade while the pheromone on
near-optimal paths is resistant. The fundamental values
pouring this system can be applied to many combinatorial
optimization difficulties like routing in data networks [8].
The ACO algorithm has been productively used in the
routing difficulty commonly by using two sets of
synchronized mobile agents, called FANTs and BANTs
[9]. Both types of agents have the same structure, but they
can sense diverse inputs and produce diverse free outputs
[10]. For the application of ACO to network routing, the
quandary can be abridged to finding the shortest path
between the nodes in a network as the resource and target
nodes much like in conservative distance-vector or link
state routing protocols [11]. Control information can be
transmitted in the network easily along with the data
packets when compared to traditional routing packets
which could only carry Tables with them [12]. ACO
based routing algorithms have ability to produce a good
suboptimal path based on many recital parameters for
QoS like link quality, congestion or other cost metrics
[13]. A trusted and optimized routing protocol will be
capable of meeting the challenges in MANET routing.
Therefore, a trust and ACO based routing protocol
(TABR) is proposed that performs well in the dynamic
nature of MANET and also provides good quality of
service.

2 Literature Survey

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) approach is used
for the optimal selection of cluster heads. Proposed
algorithm [14] optimizes communication workload, node
lifetime, and mobility. The cluster structure is optimized
by the defined probability function for clusters. The
probability function is calculated by using the parameters
such as residual energy, energy drain rate and mobility
factor. Node that has the maximum value for the
probability function will select as a cluster head. The
overall communication workload is calculated
periodically. If its value is high, then cluster head is
reassigned. The advantage of this algorithm is that it can
better balance the energy consumption of the nodes and
increase the stability of the node. Experiment results
show that our proposed work results in more energy
efficient and stabilized clusters. A new trust mechanism
to secure the AODV routing protocol called Trust AODV
[15] is proposed where the performance of the proposed
secure protocol is increased by using an ant algorithm.

Ant agent put a positive pheromone when the node is
trusted. Path communication is chosen based on
pheromone value. Evaluation and comparison of the
performance of proposed protocol is carried out before
and after using ant algorithm under DOS/DDOS attack.
The simulation result shows the performance of proposed
protocol increases while using ant algorithm in term of
PDR and throughput. However in terms of delay there is
no significant effect to the performance. Trust and
Reputation would serve as a major solution to problems
existing in MANET. Learning the network characteristics
and choosing right routing decisions at right times would
be a significant solution. Thus a QoS constrained fault
tolerant ant look ahead routing algorithm [16] is proposed
which attempts to identify valid route and look-ahead
route pairs which might help in choosing the alternate
path in case of valid route failure. The results prove that
the proposed algorithm takes better routing decisions with
20-30 percent improvement compared with existing ant
colony algorithms. The authors propose an ant based
multipath backbone routing [17] for load balancing in
MANET. When the source wants to transmit data towards
destination, it selects the multiple routes with maximum
path preference probability using swarm based ant colony
optimization technique. The path preference probability is
estimated based on next hop availability, delay and
bandwidth. During route discovery, the nodes subjected to
faults are found and the relevant path is skipped. Then the
network load on the routes is balanced by an index by
each backbone node to distribute the data traffic equally
on the links from source to destination. By simulation
results, the authors show that proposed technique reduces
the network load. Wireless ad hoc network makes
available multiple paths for data transmission, but it is
necessary to choose most efficient path and provide better
Quality of Service (QoS). A new protocol QAMR [18] is
introduced based on ant colony optimization algorithm
which provides plausible path out of multiple paths for
data transmission. This algorithm is scalable, adaptive
and efficient and the performance is evaluated using
network simulator which shows good improvement. A
hybridization of the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and
the Firefly, swarming algorithm (FA) for Ad-Hoc On
Demand Distance Vectoring (AODV) routing protocol
[19] is proposed to increase the efficiency in the
transmission of the signals in a MANET system. This
protocol is intended to substantially reduce the losses, so
incurred using solely the AODV Routing Protocol and
overcome drawbacks of ACO based AODV. Comparative
studies on the proposed hybrid algorithm with the existing
routing algorithms (AODV and ACO based AODV) are
done thereby ensuring reduction of network load by
avoiding re-discovery attempts between the nodes A
Hybrid Ant Colony Optimization based routing algorithm
[20] is proposed that generates routes dynamically,
following the concept of equal load distribution in the
network. The local search component of ACO is modified
using Simulated Annealing to provide an effective and
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energy efficient node selection mechanism. Experiments
show that the algorithm exhibits effective load
distributions and also provides dynamic random paths.

3 Proposed Work

The biggest challenge in Mobile ad hoc network is
routing due to the dynamic nature of nodes. In spite of
this vibrant topology nodes communicate with each other
and exchange data on the network. Ant colony
optimization is used to optimize the routes selected for
routing and along with trust which provides more efficient
routing.. The various phases of proposed TABR and its
algorithm are described in the following sections.

3.1 Phases of TABR

In the proposed TABR for MANETs, the network agents
(ants) are only transmitted on demand and are flooded
through the entire network in a similar process as AODV.
The routing table entries stores pheromone
concentrations, which are transformed into probabilities
later on. TABR works in three phases which are discussed
in the following section.

3.2 Phase 1: Route Discovery

In the first phase, Route Discovery Phase, new paths are
discovered. The creation of new routes requires the use of
a FANT which establishes the pheromone track to the
source node, and a BANT, which establishes the track to
the destination node. FANTs are broadcasted by the
sender to all its neighbors. Each FANT has a unique
sequence number to avoid duplicates. A node receiving a
FANT for the first time creates a record (destination
address, next hop, pheromone value, trust value) in its
routing Table.

The node interprets the source address of the FANT as
destination address, the address of the previous node as
next hop, and computes the pheromone value depending
on the number of hops the FANT needed to reach the
node. Then the node relays the FANT to its neighbors.
When the FANT reaches destination, it is processed in a
special way. The destination node extracts the
information and then destroys the FANT. A BANT is
created and sent towards the source node. In that way, the
path is established. Now the selection of optimal trusted
path is based on pheromone value and trust value and for
every transmission the same procedure is followed and
routing tables is updated. The algorithm can be informally
described as follows: When a source node s starts a
communication session with destination d, first, it would
search for this nodes routing table, see whether it has
routing information for d available, if has, then would

send packets according to highly pheromone probability,
else, this node would save packets to buffer, and then
launch routing path setup, broadcast Fant to its neighbors,
Fant would collect information about routing of networks.
When Fant arrives to destination, generates Bant which
receives all the information fromFant and then back to
source node, in this process, hand overs all the
information to the SERVagent, and then, SERVagent
updates routing table of this node.

3.3 Phase 2: Route Maintenance

Once theFants and Bants have established the pheromone
tracks for the source and the destination node, subsequent
data packets also increase the pheromone value. Data
packets are used to maintain the path, so no overhead is
introduced but still nodes have to be checked for updated
trust values. Pheromone and trust values keep on
changing. When a node relays a data packet toward
destination to a neighbor node, it increases the pheromone
value for that entry. The same happens in the opposite
direction. The evaporation process is simulated by regular
decreasing of the pheromone values.

3.4 Phase 3: Route Failure Handling

A route failure is recognized through a missing
acknowledgement on the MAC layer and to deactivate
that link by resetting the pheromone concentration to 0.
Then, the routing table is checked for different links
towards the destination and the packet gets relayed
accordingly. If a message has to take a long path towards
a target it lasts long until the sender is able to realize that
the packet was lost. First, an attempt is made to send the
packet over an alternate route; otherwise, it is returned to
the previous hop expecting that there exists an alternate
route in the network.

3.5 TABR - Implementation

The proposed work optimizes the trust based routing
using ANT Colony Optimization where nodes are
selected for routing based on proposed TABR (Trusted
ACO Based Routing) algorithm. Routes are selected
which have shortest path and nodes in the selected
shortest path have good trust value to perform the routing
efficiently. The pheromone value (PH) and trust value
(TL), indicating estimated goodness of going from i over
neighbor n to destination d are calculated. The ant agent
chooses next hop n with the probability PB. The
incremental pheromone value is calculated based on delay
and hop and reflected in PH.

STEP 1: Each node maintains a routing table RT, each
ant agent chooses a fair path based on the information from
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RT. The RT shows the probability of choosing the next hop
node to the destination. Suppose ant agent is in node i, the
RT looks as,

PB N,i PB N,i+1 PB N,i+2 PB N,D
Where D is the destination, PB is the probability and

N is the neighbor node.

STEP 2: The pheromone value, indicating estimated
goodness of going from i over neighbor n to destination d
is calculated as;

PHn,d =

(

PH i
n,d

)α

∑ j∈Ni
d

(

PH i
n,d

)α (1)

Where α ≥ 1 is the parameter value to control the
exploratory behavior of ant agents.

STEP 3: The Trust value, indicating estimated faith of
going from i over neighbor n to destination d is calculated
as follows. The trust level value calculation is based on
the parameters shown in the Table 1. The count field
describes about two criteria, success rate (packets
delivered successfully) and failure rate (packets lost or
not delivered).

Table 1: Ant based trust parameters
Success rate qrs(Fant) qps(Bant)
Failure rate qr f (Fant) qp f (Bant)

QrFantn,d =

(

qrs1
n,d − qr f 1

n,d

)

(

qrs1
n,d − qr f 1

n,d

) (2)

QrBantn,d =

(

qrs1
n,d − qr f 1

n,d

)

(

qrs1
n,d + qr f 1

n,d

) (3)

T L1
n,d =

(

QrFant1
n,d −QPBant1

n,d

)

(4)

To select the next hop node the trust value of all
neighboring nodes from current source node is calculated
and finally a node which has highest value than the
threshold is selected as next hop node for the current
routing. The nodes which are not selected for the current
transmission based on their trust value cannot be tagged
as unfit node and can serve as best trusted node for
another transmission based on the scenario.

STEP 4: Therefore,T Ln,d is the Trust value andPHn,d is
the pheromone value, indicating estimated faith and
goodness of going from i over neighbor n to destination d
respectively, the ant agent chooses next hop n with the
probabilityPBn,d.

PBn,d =

(

PH i
n,d

)α

∑ j∈Ni
d

(

PH i
n,d

)α +

(

T Li
n,d

)

∑ j∈Ni
d

(

TLi
n,d

) (5)

Where α ≥ 1 is the parameter value to control the
exploratory behavior of ant agents, i.e set of neighboring
nodes over which the path to destination is reached) and
TL is the trust value calculated for each node.

STEP 5: If Fant arrived an intermediate node where
information is available in RT to reach destination it can
choose next hop based on PB of RT. ElseFant broadcasts,
where an intermediate node or destination could receive
severalFant from sameFant (duplicates), only number of
hops and good travel time are received and others are
discarded.

STEP 6: (a) Fant will keep a stack ST of nodes
information it has visited from source to destination.

ST =

{(

s,ds, j1,0,T Ls
)

,

(

j1,d j1, j2,h1,TL j1
)

, · · ·
(

jk,d jkd ,hk,T L jK
)

}

(6)

Where s, j1, j2, · · · jk are nodes sequence number,
TLs,T L j1, · · ·T L jk are trust values of respective nodes
(s, j1, · · · jk), is the delay from nodej1 to its neighborj2
and hk is the hop. 6(b) In the node,Sagent records time
Fant arrive and leave. If cycle detected, all the cycles
nodes are popped from ant agents stack.Fant would
choose next hop from RT randomly in order to avoid
getting cycle again.

STEP 7: WhenFant arrives destination it is converted to
Bant which has all informationFant collected.Bant travels
back to source. In each intermediate node,Bant reads delay
that form this nodei to j1 and hopshk, from this node to
destination. Now it computes delay from this node i over
neighborj1 to destination.

d j1,d = di, j1+ d j1, j2+ d jk,d (7)

STEP 8: The delay calculated in Eq. (3.11) is given to
Sagent to compute increase of information (Incremental
Pheromone, IPH).

IPH j1
i =

[

d j1
i + hThop

2

]β

∗ e−γt (8)

Where IPH is the incremental pheromone value going
from i to next hop j1 till destination d. Thop represents
time to take one hop.β ≤ −1 to adjust speed of
pheromone increment.e−γt available ratio of ant agent
release, in the beginning, has the most available
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pheromone, along with elapse of time, the valid
information for release is less and less andt time andγ
control parameter representing available pheromone.
STEP 9: Therefore Updated pheromone value is,

PH i
j1,d = (1− dr)∗PH i

j1,d + IPH i
j1 (9)

Where dr is the decay ratio , value ranges from 0 to1.
Finally Eq.(9) is reflected in Eq.(4) to update RT.

4 Experimental Results

Optimization helps search packets or data packets to
favorably move towards the destination by improving the
pheromone concentration on the trusted paths. However,
it reduces the pheromone concentration on the paths
which are not on the way towards destination node. With
optimization introduced this algorithm is assigned a new
name as TABR, i.e., Trust and ANT Based Routing in
MANETs. The simulation parameters used for TABR
implementation are shown in Table 2. The simulation
results obtained from the execution of TABR is compared
with the simulation results obtained from the execution of
AODV, DSR and an Ant based protocol HOPNET. The
experiments results were obtained against different
number of nodes and different pause time. The proposed
TABR shows good improvement in Qos metrics. PDR and
Throughput are higher, delay and packet loss are reduced
compared with general AODV, DSR and HOPNET.

Table 2: General parameters used during simulation of TABR
implementation

Parameter Name Parameter Value
Simulation Start Time 0.5 / 10.0 / 15.0 /25.0
Simulation End Time 20 / 100 / 100 /180
Queue Type Priqueue
Data Packet Type FTP (Under TCP Class)
Packet size 5000
Number of Nodes 25, 50, 100
Simultaneously Opened
Connections

Around 25 to 30 pairs
of connections

Dimension of Topology [1000x1000] [X x Y]
Node Speed 10 m/s to 30 m/s
Mobility Model Random Way Point

Comparison of QoS metrics with respect to pause time:
A. Throughput

TABR is on middling 12% better than AODV, 20%
better than DSR and 7%better than HOPNET in terms of
middling throughput as shown in Fig 1. Since the
likelihood of finding an efficient route for TABR is higher
than that of AODV, DSR and HOPNET

Fig. 1: Throughput for different pause time

B. Packet Delivery Ratio

As shown in Fig. 2, TABR outperforms HOPNET,
AODV and DSR. Packet delivery ratio continues to
decrease as the pause time goes up with certain
fluctuations. The factors that donate to the triumph of
TABR are, initiating the route discovery mechanism only
when necessary, avoiding the use of stale routes. Routing
path is established only with trustable nodes and
optimized paths.

Fig. 2: Packet Delivery Ratio for different pause time

C. Packet Drop:

As a desirable property lesser number of packets
should be dropped while communication. Fig. 3 indicates
that TABR is better than AODV and DSR. Agents and
trust criteria helps our proposed TABR to form a better
route with trustable nodes in it there by reducing the
packet drop by nodes. HOPNET completely avoids
packet loss.
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Fig. 3: Packet Drop for different pause time

D. Delay

TABR outperforms AODV and HOPNET in delay as
shown in Fig 4. The middling delay for AODV and
HOPNET is around 0.18 s and reduces when pause time
increases. The key reason for this close delay time is the
additional works (trust and ant agents) to be carried out
by the proposed TABR.

Fig. 4: Delay for different pause time

E. Jitter

Fig 5 clearly shows us that the jitter for TABR is less
than AODV and DSR but close to HOPNET.

Comparison of QoS metrics with respect to node
count.
A. Packet Delivery Ratio

From Fig 6 prooves packet delivery ratio for TABR is
better than HOPNET, AODV and DSR, this is because
when the link fails, we have some measures to handle it
thereby, the drop packets are reduced and improve PDR.

Fig. 5: Jitter for different pause time

Fig. 6: PDR for different number of nodes

B. Throughput

From Fig. 7, it is proved that the throughput is high for
TABR. But in certain conditions, AODV is slightly close
to TABR and HOPNET, this is because we add service
agents that influence the networks throughput of TABR.

Fig. 7: Throughput for different number of nodes
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C. Packet Drop:

As a desirable property lesser number of packets
should be dropped while communication. Fig 8 indicates
that TABR is better than AODV and DSR. Agents and
trust criteria helps TABR to form better route with
trustable nodes there by reducing the packet drop.
HOPNET completely avoids packet loss.

Fig. 8: Packet drop for different number of nodes

D. Delay

From Fig 9, we can see that the delay for TABR is very
close to AODV and HOPNET but less than DSR. This is
again caused because of the proposed works to be carried
out for efficiency by the proposed TABR.

Fig. 9: Delay for different number of nodes

Figure 10 shows the simulation works that detects the
untrusted nodes in the path and figure 11 depicts the
selection of alternate path as per TABR algorithm.

Fig. 10: Identification of untrusted node in the path

Fig. 11: Selection of alternate path as per TABR

5 Conclusion

The proposed TABR routing is optimized using ANT
optimization based on trust. The proposed protocol has
shown good improvement over the QoS parameter PDR
& Throughput are increased and Delay & Packet loss are
decreased. The packet delivery ratio is better in proposed
TABR when weighed against AODV & DSR since we
provide stable and efficient routes. Only less number of
packets is dropped in TABR than AODV and DSR. The
proposed scheme is better than the DSR and AODV with
respect to Average End to End delay. However, AODV
performs slightly closer to TABR just because of trust
calculation and agents. The results obtained show that the
proposed TABR has better performance as compared to
AODV and DSR algorithms and the average jitter in
TABR is better than all other approaches in its category.
The proposed work can be enhanced by comparing the
work with other Ant based protocols and also security
mechanisms can be incorporated for more reliable
transmission.
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